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268 auditions have been offered directly to THIS
TERM'S Small Group Students!

71% of these auditions turned into recalls,
shortlists or BOOKINGS!

EVERY student has received an audition
opportunity.

EVERY student worked with and performed in
front of a popular UK Casting Director and had an
invite to join her for an in-person workshop!
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PK - HBO series
Outlander (Peggy Chew)
BBC Workers campaign
National Rail advert
Phoenix Rise BBC
Vodaphone Advert
Influencers- Hotel Brand
COP 27 - Featured Role
Project Anaconda
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The Sun Is Up Forever (short film)
Morrisons Christmas Advert
Shakira Downling Football Project
Steve McQueen Period Film
Outstanding Finance Advert 
Credit Cast Advert for Anne Stone
Act Smart / Educational video
The Lonely Musketeer (Short film)
The Crown Season 6, Netflix

Football Team project
Badger and the Blitz
Bear with Me series
Keep Britain Tidy Campaign
Esports Advert
Julie in Yorkshire short film
McCains Chips advert
Grace - Feature Film

Footballers for CiTV
Halifax Advert
Missy - Peanut Head
My Spy 2 (Feature)
London Film School
short film
Leo Charity Short
Centre Parcs Hero Girl
Voiceover for popular
animated series

Severn Sisters - Corporate 
Hansel in SKY project
Voguing project
Mummy Jab Papa Raazi
Goldilocks in Sky project
NSPCC Campaign
John Lewis Christmas LEAD
UKTV Advert (multiple roles)
Jody in Hulu project

BBC Live Lessons Educational 
Walksafe Advert
Three Little Birds Short Film
Dyslexia TV campaign
Lexus advert
Emmerdale - 3 episodes
Coronation Street - regular
Hollyoaks - 3 regular characters
Untitled Short Film for Oscar
Winning Team

They F*** You Up - Series
Dreamland V/O
Cass Commercial
Marty McFly project
High School Finds
Commercial
Tattoist of Auchwitz series
Lewis Capaldi project
Casualty guest lead
Christina Aguilera video

Wasp (NDA project)
Deichman 
03 Teen Kid (Feature Film)
Housemaid (Murder Captial)
Peanut (Featured leads)
Sophie for Kharmel Cochrane
Football kids project BBC
Ethal Advert for Europe



in association with

CHRISTMAS COMMERCIAL
MADNESS!!

Each year the commercials at Christmas time get better and better
and bigger and bigger, with each year topping the last! And it was no
different this year for our Mark Jermin SGA students who have made

their mark on the Christmas Ad scene, take a look...

It's THREE years in a row now that
Mark Jermin has had the LEADING
child in the John Lewis Christmas
Ad with this year's starring the
amazing BROOKE HART!

JOHN LEWIS
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This year's Marks & Spencer
Christmas Advert saw Mark Jermin
client Huw Huckstep take centre
stage as leading role in this
heartwarming commercial!

MARKS & SPENCER

This year, ASDA's amazingly funny
Christmas commercial saw holiday
classic Buddy the Elf alongside
multiple Mark Jermin clients who
featured in this Ad, great work guys!

ASDA
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MARK JERMIN STUDENTS
ON THE RED CARPET!

This term SO MANY Mark Jermin students have taken to the red
carpet, industry premieres, huge industry events and even prime time
Saturday night TV as they continue to celebrate success after succes!

Take a look at just a few of the events our students have been
involved in THIS TERM ALONE!

Mark Jermin student Oliver hit the red
carpet (or should we say BLACK
carpet) as he joined the cast of
Netflix's major new series
'Wednesday' alongside Jenna Ortega
as he plays 'Kent' in the new series!

WEDNESDAY (NETFLIX)

Freya Skye is an MJ superstar! As the
UK's entry for Junior Eurovision 2022,
Freya was asked to perform on BBC's
Children in Need with her new song
'Lose My Head'! The song has since
been a hit and we're SO PROUD of
Freya for her amazing performance in
this year's Junior Eurovision
competition!

CHILDREN IN NEED /
JUNIOR EUROVISION

Mark Jermin student Benjamin has
had a busy term as alongside all of
his training he walked the red carpet
at the premier of 'The Devil's Hour'
alongside Jessica Raine & Peter
Capaldi! We are so proud of
Benjamin for all of his hard work on
this project!

THE DEVIL'S HOUR (PRIME
VIDEO)



in association with

ALAN CARR STEALS MJ'S
 'YOU GOT THE JOB'!

Another term highlight has been telling all of our lovely Mark Jermin
SGA students 'YOU GOT THE JOB', and this term was no different with

job after job rolling into our office doors all term! 
 

However... this month, the amazing ALAN CARR stole MJ's classic
Fireball routine and told student Oliver Savell that he got the job!

Oliver will play a young Alan Carr in an upcoming series about his life!
We can't wait for you to start filming!
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We're thrilled for Olly,
and excited to announce

we have a further
THREE Small Group

Acting students
appearing in this series
alongside Oliver in the

lead role.



The following pages are JUST A
FEW of the amazing credits

gained during our September -
December term with many major
projects continually under NDA -

we will soon be able to reveal
more!

in association with

STUDENT SUCCESS THIS
PAST TERM... 

TAKE A LOOK!...

This term alone has been extremely busy at Mark Jermin with so many
of our SGA students gaining amazing credits, attending huge industry

events like premiers and red carpets, and making their mark on the
industry! 
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LJ Beinnon - HEARTSTOPPER (NETFLIX)

in association with

Ottilie Keel - KENNETH BRANAGH FILM

Ottilie is an outstanding talent at Mark Jermin who works incredibly hard in
both our SGA classes and our in person sessions at Effingham. Ottilie

recently landed the role of a lifetime when she got to work directly with
Kenneth Branagh on his brand new film for cinema release! We can't

reveal all yet but watch this space... Other credits include, 'The Power',
'Lockwood & Co' and TVC for 'Halifax'

LJ has truly made a mark on the industry! Especially with recent news that
they'll be joining the cast of Netflix's hit show 'Heartstopper' in it's

upcoming second series alongside fellow Mark Jermin client Ash Self who
also joins the cast in its next series! Other credits for LJ include 'Feel Good'

for Channel 4!
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Scarlett Coburn - CHIP SHOP GIRLS
(Short Film)

in association with

Scarlett has had a brilliant year in class and to finish off an amazing term,
Scarlett has landed a leading role in an upcoming short film entitled 'Chip
Shop Girls'. As Scarlett begins filming for this very soon, we can't wait to

watch and see all of your amazing work! Industry week training really pays
off as demonstrated this year by Scarlett! Recent credits include theatre

productions 'Hansel & Gretel' and 'The Railway Children'.
 

Olivia Flannigan - lead role in BBC Drama
Details to be revealed 

Olivia has attended Small Group Acting with us at Mark Jermin for many
terms and has improved immensely since first joining! Olivia has recently

landed a role as a guest lead in BBC's hit soap opera 'Casualty'! We are so
proud of you Olivia and all of the hard work you've put into this term! An

amazing way to end the year! Other recent credits for Olivia include major
feature film 'Belfast'.
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Molly Tuer- CHRISTINA AGUILERA MUSIC
VIDEO & WHATSAPP COMMERCIAL!

in association with

Its a double bubble for Molly as she can most recently been seen as a
featured role in Christina Aguilera's brand new music video 'Beautiful'

which has been praised for its powerful message! Alongside landing a role
in a brand new WhatsApp commercial alongside fellow SGA student Zakiy!

Molly's other credits include 'The Celestials' for TV and feature films
'Reawakening' and 'An Enemy Within'.

Zakiy Jogi - WHATSAPP COMMERCIAL

MJ student Zakiy has been attending SGA at Mark Jermin for quite some
time and has been working extremely hard in class. All of his hard work is
paying off after landing a role in a huge upcoming WhatsApp commercial.

We can't wait to see it on our screens, well done! Zakiy's other credits since
joining SGA include 'Crossfire' for BBC and short film 'Every Other

Weekend'.
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Florisa Kamara -LEAD IN AN UPCOMING
NFTS SHORT FILM!

in association with

Florisa has landed a major role as the LEAD in an upcoming NFTS short
film directed by Maxine Sibanda which is hugely exciting! We are so proud

of Florisa and all of her hard work recently. Well done Florisa, we can't
wait to watch! Florisa can most recently be seen as Kioni in 'Eastenders',
Donna Pike in SKY's 'Bulletproof', Ella in 'Silent Witness' and Lateesha in

'Sitting in Limbo' for BBC!

Seren Bowen - NETFLIX RETURNING
SERIES

Seren Bowen is an amazing talent in our weekly SGA classes and has
worked so hard this past term! We are so delighted to announce that Seren
will be working on a huge NETFLIX show in its much anticipated returning
4th season. We can't reveal all just yet but watch this space! More recent

credits for Seren include national theatre productions of 'Nativity' and
'Joseph and his Technicolour Dreamcoat'!
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Baz has landed some great credits this year after joining our SGA classes
and most recently has secured a featured role in an upcoming commercial

for brand 'Kaufland'! Amazing work Baz! Other recent credits include
'Casualty' for BBC, 'Black' for Channel 4 and commercials for Natwest,

Legal & General and EE!

Frankie Jae - MCGRAMMAR PROJECT

Baz Patterson- KAUFLAND COMMERCIAL

in association with

Frankie Jae is an outstanding talent that most recently could be seen
presenting our Mark Jermin Monologue Slam 2022 at The Other Palace

London! This term Frankie has had success after success with some upcoming
projects under major NDA with more to be revealed in 2023, however we can

tell you that Frankie landed a role in an upcoming animation project AND a
long-running soap as a regular character... life changing!
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Mark Jermin students Scarlett and Eire have recently landed roles in a
huge upcoming feature film which has been highly anticipated for YEARS!
We can't say anything about this project yet but you'll just have to trust us
on this one, its big! Both students have been busy this year as Eire can be
most recently seen working on the new Barbie Movie alongside major A-

listers! Other credits include  projects 'Tin Soldier' , 'Control' & 'The
Beautiful Game'. Whilst Scarlett's most recent credits include project

'Family Tree'.

Scarlett Moore & Eire Farrell - MAJOR
FEATURE FILM

Oscar Nicholls - BIG SOAP SCREEN TEST

Everyone at Mark Jermin is keeping everything crossed for student Oscar
as he was recently asked to do a screen test for a major UK soap . We are

so excited for this opportunity for Oscar and hopefully will be able to
reveal more soon, watch this space...Oscar can also recently be seen for

his work on BBC 'Doctors'!
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Nyemah Bentley- LEAD IN SKY SERIES

in association with

Nyemah has been cast as the leading role in a major upcoming SKY series
which begins filming very soon. Although we can't reveal too much just yet,
Nyemah is taking the industry by storm and is sure to turn some heads with
this brand new series as the lead role! Most recent credits include, 'Dodger'

for BBC, 'Mini Scientist' and commercials for Amazon and John lewis!

Conall Turner & Stanley Potter - UK TV
30TH GOLD COMMERCIAL

Students Stanley and Conall have attended classes with us at Mark Jermin
for multiple terms and most recently joined us at Mark Jermin's Industry

Week 2022! This project is hugely exciting as it sees the campaign re-
creating iconic TV shows/moments and clips throughout its 30 years with
both MJ boys having amazing featured roles! Conall's most recent credits
include 'Lockwood & Co' for Netflix & Disney's 'Pinocchio', while Stanley

can be seen in multiple commercial campaigns including his newest
commercial for Shelter Charity.
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Aroop Shergill- THAT WINNING
FEELING & VODAFONE TVC

in association with

Aroop will be joining the cast of brand new short film 'That Winning
Feeling!'. Aroop has been attending classes at Mark Jermin and has

developed her skills immensely, her work in class is brilliant and the team
are so proud of her for landing this amazing role, along with many other

she's bagged this year such as a huge Vodafone commercial with Emma
Raducanu, 'Rain Dogs' and 'Ted Lasso 2'.

Several MJ Students-NETFLIX'S SEX
EDUCATION

Multiple Mark Jermin students have been asked to participate in filming for
Netflix's award-winning TV Series 'Sex Education' for its newest series. Our
students begin filming very soon and we are so excited to see them on our

screens next year!
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Leo Harris - CASUALTY (BBC)

in association with

Leo has been a member of the Mark Jermin community for multiple years
and has joined all types of classes at Mark Jermin. Leo has been filming on

set with the team at Casualty in a featured role which is hugely exciting.
We can't wait to see him on our screens very soon!  Leo can most recently

be seen in a major commercial campaign for 'Character.com'

Lucia Bridson, Rowan Fernando, Safiyah
Suleymanova, Huw Huckstep - BBC LIVE

SESSION

These Mark Jermin students have been selected from a long list of
students to film and feature in a brand new BBC LIVE Session which is

hugely exciting. All students were given this opportunity DIRECTLY in SGA
classes and we can't wait to see them on our screens very soon! Recent
credits from these students include, M&S Christmas campaign for Huw,
NIKE campaign for Lucia Bridson, ITV's 'The Sixth Commandments' for

Rowan and 'Sex Education' for Safiyah!
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Emily Jo Young - SEXY BEAST (NETFLIX)

Mark Barron - 2x VOICEOVER PROJECTS

Mark Barron has landed not one but TWO very exciting voiceover projects!
Mark also recently attended Mark Jermin's Industry Week where we

worked on voiceover tapes and how to land the role! Well done Mark we
are super proud of you and all of your hard work! Other recent credits for

Mark include a new upcoming project for BBC (more to be revealed soon!)

Small group acting student Emily has landed a role in a major Netflix
project 'Sexy Beast' where she will begin filming soon. We are so excited

for you to begin and can't wait to watch! Amazing work!
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in association with

Georgia Thorne has been a member of Mark Jermin for many years and
has attended both in person and online group sessions. Georgia has just
landed a role in a huge feature film (we can't reveal all yet) but we are so

excited for Georgia to start working on this... watch this space as we reveal
more soon! Georgia can most recently be seen in SKY's major thriller of the

year 'Midwich Cuckoos' where she takes a leading role!

Georgia Thorne - MAJOR FEATURE FILM

Francesca De Courcy - SHORT FILM

Francesca is a longstanding member at Mark Jermin's Small Group Acting
classes and has been working extremely hard in classes as always! We are
super proud of Francesca who has landed a role in a hugely exciting short
film. The whole team are so excited to watch! Recent credits for Francesca

include, 'My Policeman' and feature film 'The Beautiful Game'.
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Lorien has been a member of Mark Jermin small group acting for multiple
years and is on a roll recently when it comes to landing jobs. Lorien has

landed herself a huge commercial campaign for a UK wide brand PLUS a
pantomime contract this Christmas! Other recents for Lorien include

feature film 'Kingsdown' which landed this year!

Lorien Tear - COMMERCIAL CAMPAIGN &
PANTOMIME CONTRACT

Marcie Lambert - THE MURDER CAPITAL
POP VIDEO

Mark Jermin student Marcie has landed a very cool job featuring in a brand
new music video for major band 'The Murder Capital' ! We are so excited

for Marcie to start work on this project and we're looking forward to its
release very soon!
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Benjamin Chivers & Aviella Burch -
CHARITY CAMPAIGN

Both Mark Jermin students have landed roles in a huge upcoming charity
campaign after having an amazing year! Ben has worked on multiple

projects this year such as 'The Devil's Hour' for Amazon and Aviella taking a
leading role in major CBBC series 'Malory Towers', well done guys!

Fintan Buckard- PHOENIX RISE (BBC)

Fintan has attended classes with us at Mark Jermin for multiple terms and
recently landed a major life-changing role that will certainly break him into

the industry. Although we can't reveal all on this project yet, Fintan is soon to
be filming for 3 months and we're so excited for him! Recent credits Fintan

include 'Ackley Bridge' for Channel 4 and 'The English Boy' for Netflix.
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MORE SUCCESS THAT IS STILL 'UNDER
WRAPS' WITH MORE TO BE REVEALED SOON...

The below is just a FEW of the successes that are still under NDA and we
are yet to reveal castings/students that have been booked on these jobs...

but watch this space!

Coronation Street Lead 20 eps - 20 girls taped, 1 BOOKED!
The Crown season 6 - 8 girls taped, 2 recalled, 1 BOOKED
Hollyoaks new regular - 5 boys taped, 1 BOOKED
ITV 6 part drama- 12 taped, 3 recalled, 2 BOOKED
BBC LIVE SESSIONS - 23 taped, 8 recalled & BOOKED!
Kenneth Branaugh Project- 8 taped, 2 recalled , 1 BOOKED
Hulu Project - 12 girls taped, 4 recalled, 2 PENCILLED
SKY TV Drama- 9 boys taped, 1 BOOKED
Emmerdale Guest lead - 5 Boys shortlisted - 1 BOOKED
Red Cross TV Commercial - 2 BOOKED!
Three Birds - 4 x MJ Actresses RECALLED, 1 PENCILLED
The Crown Series 5 - 4 Parts available, 17 students asked to Self Tape, 6
recalled, 2 met the director, 1 BOOKED!
UK TV Advert - 14 boys asked to Self tape, 2 BOOKED!
Goldilocks in up and coming Sky Project - 18 girls asked to Self tape , 6
RECALLED from MJ!
Commercial for BBC World Cup - 19 students taped, 8 RECALLED, 1 BOOKED!
Short Film for independent production - 5 students RECALLED, 1 BOOKED!
Christmas commercial for Supermarket brand - 12 students RECALLED, 3
BOOKED!
Theatre Tour - 8 boys auditioned & RECALLED , 4 BOOKED!
Netflix project (NDA disclosed) - 5 girls asked to tape, 3 RECALLED, 1 BOOKED!
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MORE SMALL GROUP
ACTING SUCCESS FROM

PREVIOUS TERMS!

Can you believe that ALL of the above was from JUST
ONE TERM? Still hungry for more? Take a look at the

following pages for an overview of some of the
amazing successes we've had so far! We've said it

before but we'll say it again... this is JUST A SELECTION
of the brilliant work our students are doing with so

much more going on behind the scenes!
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Oliver Watson - WEDNESDAY (NETFLIX)

Georgia Thorne - MIDWICH CUCKOOS

Eva Ossei Gerning - HOUSE OF THE DRAGON

Rapahel Vicars - THE HANGING SUN

in association with
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Katelyn Rose Downey - THE PRINCESS (HULU)

Eddison Burch - DISNEY SNOW WHITE,
DREAMLAND

Alis Waters, Ellen Taylor, Maariya Razzaq -
SILVERPOINT

Ethan Smith - AFTERSUN, A24

in association with
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Alis Waters - FLAT SHARE (PARAMOUNT PLUS)

Wobirba Sarpey - THE BEST MAN (PEACOCK)

Maria Goodman - TED'S TOP TEN (CITV)

Mace Phoneix -  LEOPOLDSTADT (WEST END)

in association with
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Izzy Mackinson - EVERYTHING I KNOW
ABOUT LOVE

Cadence Williams - NATIONAL THEATRE

Lauren Koster - WEST END LEAD, OLD VIC

James Craven - CORONATION STREET

in association with
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Lyric Anderson - CLASS DISMISSED

Zakiy Jogi - CROSSFIRE (BBC DRAMA)

Riccardo Drayton - JAMIE JOHNSON (CBBC)

Ethan Burke - MASTERS OF THE AIR

in association with
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Lucia Bridson - RAINDOGS (BBC)

Eire Farrell & Logan Matthews - BARBIE (LIVE
ACTION MOVIE)

Grace Nettle - NO WAY UP (FEATURE FILM)

Lucy Allix - THE LARKINS SERIES (ITV)

in association with
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Aviella Burch - MALORY TOWERS (CBBC)

Evie Templeton - LIFE AFTER LIFE (BBC)

Keron Day - WE'RE TOO GOOD FOR THIS

Robyn Ashwood - ACKLEY BRIDGE

in association with
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Mersey Moore - THE BEAKER GIRLS (CBBC)

Lacey Findlow - HOLLYOAKS (CHANNEL 4)

Liam Middleton- THE LARKINS SERIES (ITV)

Laila Barwick - DISNEY'S YOUNG WOMAN
AND THE SEA

in association with
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Lily Williams - CASUALTY (BBC)

Emily Barrow - PRISCILLA QUEEN OF THE
DESERT

Gwen Currant - CLUB ZERO SERIES REGULAR

Nelly Currant - AMICABLE (BBC3 SITCOM)

in association with
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Millie Ryder - JANGO (FEATURE FILM)

Rosie Ekenna - LEAD,WEST END PLAY 

Ewan Mclatchie - UNTITLED MARVEL
PROJECT

WE ARE SO PROUD
OF THEM ALL!

in association with
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COMMERCIALS
Our Small Group Acting sessions are taking the world of

commercials by storm and have been working most
recently with the following brands:
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At Mark Jermin, we pride ourselves on creating and surrounding our
students with an impeccable teaching team that is able to coach
them to develop their skills and provide inside industry knowledge.
All of our tutors are currently working professionals across multiple
sectors of the industry ranging from theatre, to TV and Film, to
production and crew! But what makes our teacher so special?

We ensure that each student in our Small Group Acting classes is
made to feel included and has an equal opportunity to participate
and showcase work!

Personal progress and feedback is given by our lovely staff to
students in order to ensure and aid their development throughout
the course.

Mark and the entire teaching team have excellent links with all of the
UK's top casting teams and are regularly working alongside them.
Due to this amazing relationship between teams casting directors will
often only exclusively come to Mark Jermin to cast with certain
breakdowns that are not publicly out on casting portals. In many
cases casting teams will come to MJ first to pick their talent!

Our staff also offer additional support for any students that should
require this by e.g providing scripts / material in advance to aid with
learning, providing enlarged scripts etc if needed!

OUR OUTSTANDING TEACHING
TEAM AT SMALL GROUP ACTING
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PLUS, at Mark Jermin we strive to offer guest tutors
each and every term...
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GUEST TUTORS AT SMALL GROUP
ACTING

During our Small Group Acting sessions, our students are treated to industry
professionals who are currently working within the industry and are regularly

casting and seeking new talent. This term our students were taught by:

Emma Stafford - Casting Director

Emma is a leading UK casting director who has worked on amazing projects
throughout her career. Standout projects include; 'Stella' for Sky, CBBC's
'The Four O'clock Club', feature film 'Submarine' and many huge
commercial campaigns for ASDA,TESCO, FIFA to name a few.

Gabrielle Creevy - Actress

BAFTA Best Actress Winner for 'In My Skin'. Gabrielle has an array of
Television and Film credits, and she has received the most incredible

recognition for her portrayal of Bethan in the BBC 3 Drama 'In My Skin'. 

Aled ap Steffan - Actor

Welsh Speaker and incredible talent Aled trained at Mountview London.
Aled has starred in 'Gangs of London' (AMC / Sky Drama), 'The Pact', and
the BAFTA Award winning 'In My Skin' (both BBC) 'Cobra 2' (Sky) and 'Life
and Death in the Warehouse' (BBC3) as well as an array of stage credits.

We have also expanded our teaching team this term at Mark Jermin
Small Group Acting...

Students now work regularly with multiple tutors and coaches each
week including brand new coaches for our autumn term; JONATHAN,

FIONA, AND LIZZIE! 



THE PERKS
WHY PICK SMALL GROUP ACTING?

Small Group Acting is a BIG INVESTMENT in your career and you are likely
to MAKE BACK your whole year's fees from future roles. For any non child
actors or those out of education who are registered self employed... these
fees are 100% TAX DEDUCTABLE as it's purely for your career! Small Group
Acting can be taken IN ADDITION to your  normal Virtual  class or INSTEAD
of.... It is a big STEP UP from the larger group class that focuses purely on
auditions and self taping!

You are constantly at the forefront's of our casting team's minds which  
 means...

You get to show off every week for the MJ Management team.

A lot of the scripts read in SGA are for castings THAT Week... if you shine in
class it is pretty much guaranteed that you'll have a casting for that role.

You can learn from and see the standard of other students and MJM clients
within your casting bracket... you don't get this from usual auditions. Learn
from this, grow from this and become a better actor from this!

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
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